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REPAIR WRAP
The FiberFix Repair Wrap combines industrial
strength fiberglass with a unique polyurethane
resin to make a tape that is strong like steel!
Simply dip the roll in water to activate the resin,
wrap it around what you need to fix, and in 10
minutes it will harden giving you a permanent
repair! It is waterproof, sandable, and paintable,
so you can use it to repair leaky pipes, broken
tools, broken furniture, and more! It comes in
three different sizes to fit your repair needs.

RIGID PATCH
The FiberFix Rigid Patch provides a permanent 
fix for all your holes and cracks on rigid 
surfaces. Use the Rigid Patch to fix your boats, 
canoes, garbage barrels, water tanks, vehicles, 
and more! The Rigid Patch cures with sunlight 
and UV light, and hardens in as little as 3 
minutes! The Rigid Patch comes with 
3 different sized patches depending on the 
repair you need.

10X TAPE
FiberFix 10x Tape is the industrial-strength 
tape for everyday users. 10x Tape is ten times 
stronger than duct tape, with woven plastic 
fibers and a water-resistant laminate. 10x Tape 
is virtually untearable, making it perfect for 
tape jobs that you want to last. It comes with 
a blade in the roll so you can cut off what you 
need- it's that strong!

EXTREME
FiberFix Extreme is your glue for extreme jobs! 
With a strength rating of over 2600 lbs, 
Extreme is your glue to last. It is also uniquely 
formulated to provide some flexibility to the 
glue for more elastic repairs. With 15 grams of 
glue in the tube, you have everything you need 
for a long-lasting glue job.

HEAT WRAP
The FiberFix Heat Wrap is your permanent 
repair solution for exhaust pipes, hot water 
pipes, and other high temperature repairs. Like 
the Repair Wrap, it hardens like steel, giving 
you a structural repair that will actually last! All 
you need is to activate it with water, and in as 
little as 1 hour it will fully cure.

TOTAL REPAIR
The FiberFix Total Repair is a light-accelerated 
super glue with an included blue light. 
By shining the included light on the glue, you 
can control when it cures, and how quickly! 
Total Repair glue cures in seconds when 
exposed to the blue light- you can use it to 
instantly bond objects, seal cracks, fill gaps,
 and rebuild objects.


